Well-formed Nets (WNs) 
Introduction
Continuous Time Markov Chains (CTMC) are a popular model for evaluating the performance of dynamical systems. However, as the complexity of systems increases, the fighting of the so-called combinatorial explosion of the state space becomes more and more critical. A possible approach to tackle this problem is the construction of a lumped CTMC using behavioural symmetries. Such a CTMC offers a compact representation of the state space because its nodes are no longer states but sets of states.
Whenever the system is specified by a Well-formed Net (WN) with their restricted syntax (w.r.t. general coloured Petri nets), a symmetry-based quotient structure called Symbolic Reachability Graph (SRG) can be computed automatically. On this reduced graph, one solves the reachability problem and more generally the truth of temporal logic formulae whenever the atomic propositions of the formula are symmetrical. [5] establishes the correctness of this checking in a general framework. Moreover, since the SRG verifies strong and exact lumpability criteria, a lumped CTMC is automatically derived from it and any performance result obtained by solving the (usually much larger) complete CTMC is also computed from the lumped one [4] . The SRG technique works well on fully symmetrical systems. However in practice, it is often the case that a system consists of a large symmetrical part and a small asymmetrical one. Unfortunately, any occurrence of asymmetry reduces drastically the benefits of the SRG approach.
Consequently, smart techniques were proposed to study such partially symmetrical systems. In [6] , the authors propose to adapt the symmetry rule in accordance with the system specification, to view some groups of almost symmetrical states as symmetrical. To our knowledge, there is no tool to automate this task thus limiting the practical interest of the approach, moreover no quantitative extension exists.
Another technique, extending the SRG and named ESRG, was proposed in [8] , implemented in [9] and refined in [2] . These methods mainly tackle the reachability problem. They avoid taking asymmetries into account when dealing with the symmetrical part of the system. This leads to a reduction in the number of nodes, because one node of the ESRG groups several nodes of the SRG. However the ESRG is not isomorphic to a lumped CTMC. Thus in order to obtain such a CTMC, it is necessary to partially unfold the nodes of this graph [3] . Furthermore only the probabilities of the aggregates can be computed since the chosen criterion (strong lumpability) does not guaranty the equiprobability of states inside an aggregate. Last, the part related to the unfolding of nodes is still under development.
In this paper, we propose a new symbolic method for lumping the CTMC associated with a partially symmetrical system. It is based on a alternative construction, originally used to check the truth of LTL temporal properties for partially symmetrical systems [1, 7] . The system is defined as a synchronized product of two models: a fully symmetrical one and an event-based automaton which represents asymmetrical behaviours. The core of the method is the introduction of partially symmetrical CTMCs. The state probabilities of such CTMCs can be computed from the state probabilities of a usually much smaller one. The proof of correctness is obtained by considering an intermediate CTMC which yields to the original CTMC by strong lumping and to the reduced CMTC by exact lumping. This (usually larger) CTMC needs not be actually constructed. Our method does not rely on a particular formalism. However in order to establish its efficiency, we apply it on WNs and we give experimental results which show that it outperforms previous approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the principles of our method, including the notion of Partially Symmetrical CTMC; in Section 3 we apply our method to stochastic WNs (SWNs); Section 4 shows the benefits of our construction on a typical use case; section 5 concludes and gives some perspectives.
Principles of the Generic Method

Markov Chains and Lumpability
Lumping of (finite) Markov chains is a useful method for dealing with large chains [10] . The principle is simple: substitute to the Markov chain an "equivalent" one, where each state of the lumped chain is an equivalence class of states of the original one. There are different versions of lumpability related to the fact that the lumpability condition holds for every initial distribution (strong lumpability) or for at least one (weak lumpability). 
Definition 1 A CTMC
• Q is strongly lumpable w.r.t.
• Q is weakly lumpable w.r.t.
Whereas the characterisation of strong lumpability w.r.t. the infinitesimal generator is straightforward, checking for weak lumpability is much harder. Nevertheless, there is a particular case of weak lumpability whose characterisation is easy: the exact lumpability [12] .
Proposition 2 Let C be a CTMC and {S i } i∈I be a partition of the state space. Then: Furthermore, exact lumpability fulfills important properties. As for strong lumpability, the infinitesimal generator of the lumped chain is directly computed from the original generator. Starting with a distribution equidistributed on the states of every subset of the partition, the distribution at any time is still equidistributed. Consequently, if the CTMC is ergodic, its steady-state distribution is equidistributed. In other words, with the knowledge of the lumped chain generator, one may compute its steady-state distribution, and deduce (by equidistribution) the steady-state distribution of the original chain. It must be emphasised that this last step is impossible with strong lumpability. The next proposition summarises these results. 
Proposition 3 Let
, where π t is the probability distribution at time t.
• If Q is ergodic and π is its steady-state distribution then ∀i ∈ I, ∀s, s ∈ S i , π(s) = π(s )
A Model of Partially Symmetrical CTMCs
The model of partially symmetrical systems that we develop here is defined as a CTMC obtained by some synchronized product between a (symmetrical) CTMC and a control automaton. Let us first formalise this product. Synchronizing the behaviour of the two components requires to "label" the CTMC with events.
Notation Let C be a CTMC, we associate with each pair of states s = s a label in some alphabet Σ, denoted Λ(s, s ).
Since the automaton is introduced in order to modify the behaviour of the CTMC, the label of each edge is a predicate that selects the events allowed to occur in the current location of the automaton. In the synchronized product defined below, the CTMC is the "active" component whereas the automaton inhibits some behaviours of the product. Consequently, the rates (resp. the initial distribution) associated with the product depends only on the rates (resp. the initial distribution) of the CTMC.
Definition 5 Let C be a CTMC and
In the example of Fig.1 , the control automaton actually forbids transitions that are not labelled with a or b. Hence, C A is obtained from C by removing the dotted arcs. Formally, the states of C A are pairs (s i , l) but as there is only one location in the automaton, we will omit it in the representation of states throughout the example.
From a theoretical point of view, the specification of the system symmetries relies on group theory, applied to the states and the events of the system. The next definition recalls the appropriate notions.
Definition 6 Let G be a group, with neutral element id and whose internal operation is denoted (•).
• Let E be a set, an operation of G on E is a mapping from G × E to E s.t. the image of (g, e), denoted by g.e, fulfills:
• The isotropy subgroup of a subset E ⊆ E is defined by:
• Let H be a subgroup of G, the orbit of e by H denoted H.e, is defined by: {g.e | g ∈ H}. The set of orbits by H defines a partition of E.
We simultaneously introduce the notions of symmetrical and partially symmetrical CTMC. Informally, a CTMC is symmetrical w.r.t. some group if the operation of the group on the state space preserves its initial distribution and stochastic behaviour. A CTMC is partially symmetrical if it is a synchronied product involving a symmetrical CTMC.
Definition 7 A CTMC C is symmetrical w.r.t. G a group operating on S and
Σ iff: ∀g ∈ G, ∀s = s ∈ S, π 0 (g.s) = π 0 (s) ∧ Q(g.s, g.s ) = Q(s, s ) and Λ(g.s, g.s ) = g.Λ(s, s ). Let C be symmetrical w.r.
t. G and A be a control automaton of C, then C A is said to be partially symmetrical w.r.t. G.
We associate with each γ occurring in a transition of
The size of the subgroup H γ , corresponding to any transition l γ − → l , is an indicator of the symmetry of the transition. When H γ = G, the transition is "fully" symmetrical whilst when H γ = {id}, it is "fully" asymmetrical.
Back to the example of Fig.1 
Partially Symmetrical CTMCs and Lumpability
Given a partially symmetrical CTMC C A , our method builds a smaller (but equivalent) CTMC. However, in order to prove the soundness of this construction, we first introduce a CTMC C G A , which is actually bigger than C A . In C G A , states of C A are replicated in instances, and instances are organized in subsets. By construction, all the instances that belong to the same subset have the same associated location of the automaton. We will thus consider different subsets R of states of the initial CTMC C, and denote (s, l, R) the instance of (s, l) s.t. s belongs to R.
Intuitively, given two states (s, l, R) and (s , l, R) of C G A , any path leading to (s, l, R) may be transformed by the operation of some element of G into a path leading to (s , l, R).
• The set of states S is a union of subsets of items defined from a set R ⊆ S and a location l by
} is a subset of states and ∃s
Remark The above subset construction does not depend on the choice of s * and s * in the following sense. Let us pick some
Fig.2 describes CTMC C G
A for our example. Dotted rectangles represent the subsets of states. The initial subsets are those with associated orbits S 0 = {s 0 } and S 123 = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 }. A group is associated with each subset: the group is G for the initial subsets and remains G for the constructed subsets until there is a synchronization with γ 2 . At that moment, the group is reduced to identity by intersection with H γ2 and the constructed subset contains a single state. As a consequence, there are two instances of s 5 in the resulting CTMC, each with a different associated orbit.
In fact, the wished stochastic process is built by forgetting the instances and only memorizing the subsets representations.
Definition 9 Let C A be partially symmetrical w.r.t. G, then the stochastic process (C
lp is defined by: The resulting process for the example is given in Fig.3 . The initial distribution and the transition rates are computed according to Prop.3.
The next proposition is the theoretical core of our method. It states that (C G A ) lp is obtained from C A by the inverse of a (strong) lumping followed by an exact lumping.
Proposition 10 Let C A be partially symmetrical w.r.t. G, then:
Let (s, l) be a state of C A and let (s, l, R) be an instance of this state in C G A , we show that there is a bijective mapping from the transitions out of (s, l) onto the transitions out of (s, l, R). Due to the above remark we suppose that (s, l, R) is examined when looking for successors of 
This implies the existence of the required mapping. Since this mapping preserves the rates of transitions, the condition of Prop. 2 for exact lumpability is fulfilled. ♦ Our generic method can now be described. Assume first that the CTMC C A associated with the high-level model M we want to analyse is partially symmetrical. Assume also that we are able to compute directly (C
The equality also holds for the steady-state distributions. The next section will show that the assumptions above are satisfied in the framework of SWNs. In fact, we believe that our method is applicable to any model where symmetry is automatically handled.
Although theoretically difficult, we can give some hints of how the space complexity decreases using our approach. In the lumped CTMC, the original states have been substituted by subsets. Note that these subsets may intersect. However these subsets are always the orbit of a state by a subgroup of G. Thus, the larger these subgroups, the better the method. Note that each time a new subset is built, the group is reduced (by intersection with H γ ) and then is enlarged by implicitly substituting to G ∩ H γ the isotropy subgroup of the subset. Interpreting this phenomenon at the model level, we deduce that the complexity reduction factor is high whenever the effect of an asymmetrical event is forgotten in a close future. Experimentations will illustrate this interpretation.
Application to Stochastic Well-formed Nets
Presentation of the model and the symbolic reachability graph
WNs are a model of high-level Petri nets whose syntax has been the starting point of numerous efficient analysis methods. Below, we describe the main features of WNs. The reader can refer to [4] for a formal definition:
• In a WN (and more generally in high-level nets) a colour domain is associated with places and transitions. The colours of a place label the tokens contained in this place, whereas the colours of a transition define different ways of firing it. In order to specify these firings, a colour function is attached to every arc which, given a colour of the transition connected to the arc, determines the number of coloured tokens that will be added to or removed from the corresponding place. Finally the initial marking is defined by a multi-set of coloured tokens in each place.
• A colour domain is a cartesian product of colour classes which may be viewed as primitive domains. This product is possibly empty (e.g., a place which contains neutral tokens) and may include repetitions (e.g., a transition which synchronizes two colours inside a class). A class can be divided into static subclasses. The colours of a class have the same nature (processes, resources, etc.), whereas the colours inside a static subclass have the same potential behaviour (batch processes, interactive processes, etc.).
• A colour function is built by standard operations (linear combination, composition, etc.) on basic functions. There are three basic functions: a projection which selects an item of a tuple and is denoted by a typed variable (e.g., p, q); a diffusion, a constant function which returns the bag composed by all the colours of a class or a subclass and is denoted S C where C is the corresponding (sub)class; and a successor function which applies on an ordered class and returns the colour following a given colour.
• Transitions and colour functions can be guarded by expressions. An expression is a boolean combination of atomic predicates. An atomic predicate either identifies two variables [p = q] or restricts the domain of a variable to a static subclass.
We illustrate these features on the WN model in Fig. 4 . It represents a distributed critical section algorithm. There is a single class C: the set of processes that interact in the system. The colour domain of all the places of the net is C, except for place TK, which contains neutral tokens. As there is a single class, the constant function representing the set of all processes will be simply denoted S.
Initially, all processes are idle (place ID), meaning that they do not request the critical section. The firing of transition rcs represents a process requesting the critical section. Only up to K processes can apply simultaneously and additional candidacies are rejected, which is represented by K tokens in place TK. This constant K depends on the parameters of the physical access to the system (e.g., network topology).
As soon as a requesting process reaches the state where others are aware of its request (place GS), no process can become candidate any longer : permissions for applying are removed from place PR by the firing of fr (with priority over other transitions). If there are several candidates, i.e., the number of tokens in places RQ and GS is greater than one, all but one will be discarded through the successive firings of lcs. When there is more than one token in GS, the firing The implicit symmetry of a WN is associated with a group G srg operating on colour classes (and by extension on markings and firing instances). G srg is the intersection of the isotropy subgroups of static subclasses. In other words, any permutation in G srg maps any static subclass onto itself. Given a marking m and a permutation g of G srg , the behaviour of the net from the marking g.m is the same as the behaviour from m up to the permutation g. We say that these two markings are equivalent and we usem as a symbolic representation for the orbit G srg .m.
The symbolic reachability graph (SRG) construction lies on symbolic markings, namely a compact representation for a set of equivalent ordinary markings. A symbolic marking is a generic representation, where the actual identity of tokens is forgotten and only their distributions among places are stored. Tokens with the same distribution and belonging to the same static subclass are grouped into a so-called dynamic subclass.
In the remaining of the paper, we will use a notation where the cardinality of dynamic subclasses is represented, instead of colours. Then, the SRG is built using a symbolic firing rule that directly applies on symbolic markings [4] .
Various behaviourial properties may be directly checked on the SRG. Furthermore, this construction leads to an efficient performance evaluation of Stochastic WNs (SWNs). A SWN is obtained from a WN by associating an exponentially distributed delay with every transition. The rate of this transition may depend on the static subclasses to which the firing colours belong. The key result is that the related CTMC may be (strongly and exactly) lumped and that the lumped CTMC is isomorphic to the SRG. As for stochastic Petri nets, the definition can be extended with immediate transitions and a similar result holds for the semiMarkovian process.
However, the SRG approach is not adapted when dealing with asymmetrical systems: in our example, let us now decide that when several processes request the critical section, the selected process is the candidate with the highest identity. Hence, the set of bindings of transition lcs must be restricted to pairs (p, q) s.t. p > q. In SWNs, this could be done by adding a guard to transition lcs. Yet, the only way to express this guard is to partition colour class C into static subclasses reduced to singletons {c i } (we represent them by c i ). Then, the guard is i>j (p = c i ∧ q = c j ). Consequently, the SRG is isomorphic to the ordinary reachability graph (RG) and there is no more gain in complexity.
The Dynamic Symbolic Reachability Graph (DSRG) construction
The drawback of the SRG approach is that asymmetries are defined statically and taken into account throughout the construction of the graph. Yet, very often, they have only local effects. Back to our example, except when a process is involved in a selection, there is no need to know its actual identity. Thus, the asymmetry is local to the selection process.
Hence, the challenge is to adapt the method of Section 2, where asymmetrical behaviours are treated as locally as possible, to the SWN model.
The approach we develop here reuses and extends the SWN symbolic framework to automate the construction of the lumped CTMC (C The symmetrical features of the system are captured by a SWN and the asymmetries are represented by a control automaton. The definition of the latter requires that we precise alphabet Σ. Since the CTMC is isomorphic to the RG, the labels associated with it are the firing instances of the transitions. Formally, Σ = {(t, c) | t ∈ T ∧ c ∈ C(t)} where T is the set of transitions of the SWN and C(t) is the colour domain of t. The labels of the automaton are subsets of Σ, like our two labels:
Symbolic representation of states in DSRG
Finding a symbolic representation for a node (l, R) is reduced to find a symbolic representation for the set R of states, s.t. R = G .R and G is a subgroup of G. Therefore, we choose a notation similar to that of the SRG, namely 
Symbolic firing rule in DSRG
Let l γ − → l be a transition of the control automaton and H γ be the subgroup of colour permutations allowed by this transition. We want to compute the successors of node (l, D,m) w.r.t. γ, by use of the symbolic firing rule of the SWNs.
The key observation is that the restriction imposed by γ can be expressed by a SWN guard that is injected dynamically to the treated net. Actually, H γ can be represented as a colour class partition in static subclasses, namely D γ . These static subclasses are used to express the above guard. In our example, the label lcs[p > q] requires the splitting of C in singletons in order to express p > q as a SWN guard attached to lcs.
To be able to perform a classical symbolic firing, we must compute a new partition
In the second line of Fig. 5 , six among the thirty symbolic markings of the partition are shown. Here, due to the partition in singletons, each symbolic states represents only one ordinary state. Now, the classical SRG symbolic firing rule can be applied on each element of F with the additional control induced by the label γ. This control is performed at the symbolic level due to the previous splitting.
Back to the method of Section 2, we have built the node (l , R ) with R = (G R ∩ H γ ).R . The substitution of G R ∩ H γ by the isotropy subgroup G R is explicitly performed in SWNs as follows. Two static subclasses reduced to a single dynamic subclass and with the same distribution in places are merged. Observe that the subset of states is unchanged whereas the static partition is rougher. For instance in any marking of the third line of Fig. 5 , the three static subclasses (here reduced to a colour) in place ID, can be merged in a single one.
Computation of the transition rates of the lumped CTMC
Using the method described in section 2, the graph we obtain is isomorphic to a lumped Markov chain, whose rates can be computed directly from information obtained during the construction of the DSRG. From the first equation of Proposition 3, we know that the transition rate between two symbolic states depends on the cardinalities of the symbolic states, namely S i and S j , and the input rate of any state s of the destination symbolic states, i.e., s ∈Si Q(s , s). Let us consider the contribution to s ∈Si Q(s , s) of an arc representing the firing of a transition t. After the splitting step, a symbolic instantiation of t is possible for all or none of the markings that still belong to the same symbolic representation. Assume that such a firing of t is possible in a split representation and let us denote S i the ordinary states contained in this representation and |S i | the number of such states. The global rate out of S i caused by the firing we consider is |S i |.e.μ(t), where e is the number of ordinary firings represented by the symbolic firing of t and μ(t) is the rate of transition t. Note that if different bindings of t have different rates, this can be taken into account in the control automaton, thus we consider here only the case where equivalent bindings have equivalent rates.
As all the states in S j have the same input rate, this rate is
The computations of the number of ordinary markings contained in a symbolic marking and the number of ordinary firings represented by a symbolic firing for the SRG are detailed in [4] .
Optimisations for WNs
In this paragraph, we show that the SWN formalism leads to further optimisations of the generic method. The first one consists in grouping the symbolic representations obtained after a symbolic firing provided that the condition for exact lumpability still holds. This optimisation is feasible since the transition rates of the lumped CTMC can be computed on-the-fly. It appears that after this optimisation, the overall strategy for choosing the next symbolic firing affects the size of the lumped CTMC. Hence our second optimisation heuristically tries to minimize this size.
Grouping of symbolic markings
In fact, this optimisation was already proposed in [1] . However, the conditions of this merging were weaker as they require to preserve the existence of particular paths in the graph. When dealing with performance evaluation, states can no longer be grouped on qualitative criteria only.
ID(2) + GS(3)
ID ( Input rates must be taken into account, which often restricts the possibilities of grouping. For the sake of simplicity, we will consider here a uniform rate of 1.0 for any binding of transition lcs and use this example to illustrate the problems that may arise. Let P = 5 be the number of processes and K = 3 the maximum number of simultaneous candidacies. Fig. 6 represents the distributions of tokens among significant places and the firings of transitions we are going to detail throughout this section.
We consider the firing sequence starting from the symmetrical representation where two processes are idle, one has sent a request and two are ready to perform a selection (Fig. 6 ). The synchronization of the SWN and the control automaton for the firing of transition lcs ends up in a complete refinement of the source marking, as the only symmetry that is compatible with the label lcs[p > q] is the identity. For each of these refined markings, there is exactly one possible binding of transition lcs, because lcs[p > q] fixes the order between p and q. A significant subset of the refined markings and the corresponding firings is represented in the shaded part of Fig. 5 . At this point, we try to group the markings that are obtained from the firing. Obviously, whichever pair we consider, there exists a permutation between the markings. But even if all the source markings belong to the same symbolic state, not any pair satisfies the exact lumpability condition. Looking only at the represented markings, as we have considered a uniform rate of 1.0 for transition lcs, the only possibility we have is to group the two right markings, and also the two left ones. The shaded part is then removed, and only the white portion is actually stored in the graph. The notation {c i , c j } k defines a partition of the set {c i , c j }: in the left symbolic state for instance, RQ({c 1 , c 2 } 1 ) with |{c 1 , c 2 } 1 | = 1 means that either c 1 or c 2 is in RQ, the other one belongs to {c 1 , c 2 } 0 , hence it is in place ID. We have already detailed how transition rates associated with arcs are computed. Once this is done, we can compute the transition rates between symbolic states, using the formula in Section 2.
From the symbolic states we have built, we can fire transition ar. There is no restriction associated with this transition in the control automaton, hence we use the classical firing rule of SWNs from which we can directly build the symbolic state of the reached markings : whatever the iden- 
Overall strategies for construction
We show now that the previous optimisation requires an efficient strategy for choosing the next transition to fire in order to minimize the size of the lumped CTMC. For instance, what may happen whenever some markings that are already represented in a symbolic state are reached through another firing. We show an example in Fig. 7 starting from the symbolic state with two processes in place ID, and three in place GS. Transition lcs is enabled and the different possible bindings lead to reach markings with any combination of two processes in place GS, except (c 1 c 2 ), and the three other processes in place ID. Actually, we already met such a symbolic configuration in the firing sequence example previously considered (see Fig. 5 ). We obtained a single symbolic state for markings where GS contained (c 3 c 4 ) or (c 3 c 5 ) because they were issued from a symmetrical firing that guaranteed the same input rates. This is no longer true for the firing sequence we are introducing now: the obtained markings cannot be grouped in a single symbolic state because the number of transition instances that reach them (and as a consequence, their input rates) are different. We thus need to construct new symbolic states, each with an associated group of symmetry reduced to identity. As a result and similarly to what we described in the generic method, a marking appear in different symbolic states of the DSRG.
However, if we had considered the firing sequences in the reverse order, we could have removed some redundancy : once the symbolic states containing a single marking have been constructed, there is no need to construct also the symbolic state that is just their union : we can dispatch its inputs on the already constructed states.
Hence, to avoid as much as possible the construction of redundant subclasses, we try to favour the construction of the smallest symbolic states first by firing asymmetrical prior to symmetrical transitions.
Extension to immediate transitions
When the model includes immediate transitions, the underlying stochastic process becomes semi-Markovian.We use the embedded Markov Chain approach to compute steady-state probabilities. We thus handle a discrete-time process, but the exact lumpability criterion still holds on this process and the steady-state probabilities can be computed in the same way as in the continuous-time case.
Special care must be taken however if some class enables both timed and immediate transitions. This happens for instance when an asymmetrical immediate transition is enabled for some of the markings of a symbolic state, while a timed transition is enabled for others. In this case, the class must be split into a vanishing subclass and a tangible one. But as we consider only input rates for testing the lumping condition, this splitting has no effect on the upward part of the graph.
Numerical Results
To test the efficiency of our method, we have implemented the DSRG on the same kernel as the standard (S)RG. For that, we have modified the GreatSPN package (www.di.unito.it/∼greatspn) on which the (S)RG is implemented. Hence, one can specify a SWN to obtain the results of both constructions. The machine used for our tests is a PC/Linux of 3.2 GHz and 3 Gb of RAM.
In this section, we will consider the net of Fig. 4 once again. An examination of its structure would show that the complexity of the model is strongly related to the settings of parameters P and K, respectively the number of processes in the system and the number of processes that are able to concurrently apply for the critical section (K ≤ P ). For instance, by focusing on the two places RQ and GS, one notes that increasing K acts on the number of tokens in these two places, while increasing P widens the possibilities of choosing the identities of the tokens that they contain.
Let us now compare the effects of increasing the values of P and K on the (S)RG and DSRG methods. Table 1 summarizes our experiments. The columns noted (S)RG (respectively DSRG), shows the number of constructed nodes in the (S)RG (respectively DSRG) structure for a given K and P .
For a fixed value of K and w.r.t. the increasing of P, we observe empirically that the (s)RG grows exponentially whereas the DSRG progresses almost linearly. This is easily explained by the fact that the complexity induced by the different possibilities to select K concurrent processes are explicitly represented in the (S)RG, whereas they are symbolically represented in the DSRG. More precisely, in the DSRG, no asymmetry among processes is taken into account until asymmetrical transition lcs is enabled. Moreover, the symbolic grouping optimisations make it possible to regain part of the symmetries that are lost due an asymmetrical firing.
For a fixed value of P, one should observe that the sizes of both structures increase exponentially. However, there is a limitation as the number K is closed to its maximum, P . 
